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Second Online Vote
for RIT students
Growing
1. Concerning the Calendar Debate, the Administration is proposing that
the Winter Quarter be moved to start in January instead of being split by winter break,
thus moving the end of Spring Quarter to June. Should RIT do this?
A. Yes
B. No C. I’m indifferent D. None of the above
2. SG is endorsing a plan to revise the Course Exam Policy, with details at
http://www.sg.rit.edu/news/announcements/course exam_policy.
Should SG continue to support this proposed policy change?
A. Yes
B. No C. I’m indifferent D. None of the above

VS.

Bursting

Voting starts noon
Mon. Jan. 29th
and ends noon Fri.
Feb. 9th. Log on
to www.sg.rit.edu
to cast your vote
and participate in
online discussions
about the issues.
You will need to

4. Would you like to see shuttles on campus to transport people from the
distant parking lots (G,H)?
A. Yes
B. No C. I’m indifferent D. None of the above

5. From 1(0 little) 1 0 (a lot), how well do you feel you have gotten to know
the city of Rochester?
-

6. Do you feel getting to know Rochester would play a role in deciding
to stay here after graduation?
A. Yes
B. No C. I’m indifferent D. None of the above

enter your DCE

login & password

7. If you live off campus, would you rather live on campus?
A. Yes
B. No C. I’m indifferent D. None of the above
E. I live on campus so stop asking me already

(like 515) when
you actually vote.
Take the power
back, because
we’re on a roll,
baby.

8. If you live off campus, were you forced to live off campus?
A. Yes
B. No C. I’m indifferent D. None of the above
E. I live on campus so stop asking me already

9. Do you think RIT is growing faster than its current resources can handle?
A. Yes
B. No C. I’m indifferent I?. None of the above
S
1 0. Should RIT expand its facilities at the expense of the surrounding natural environment?
A. Yes
B. No C. I’m indifferent 1E. None of the above

1 2. Do you feel students should be allowed to live in the dorms
past their first year?
A. Yes
B. No C. I’m indifferent D. None of the above
>

More than anything else, students come to RIT to learn. They might be here to go to parties
and clubs, get away from their parents, or to waste away four or five years playing video games
or getting laid--but for over $20,000 per year, most students expect an education.
Are they getting it? I have had the privilege of sharing the classroom with some wonderful
professors who expanded my knowledge and ways of thinking. Then again, there have been
long hours spent in classes I’ve dreaded ever signing up for. Today’s “lecture” will focus on
some basic concerns I have felt myself or have heard through countless conversations.

RIT hires teachers who can’t teach.
I’ve noticed a disturbing trend; some faculty members are chosen not because of their expe

3. Do you think that having a 24-hour computer lab would be helpful?
A. Yes
B. No C. I’m indifferent D. None of the above

11. Should RIT continue to phase out low-rent apartment housing like
Racquet Club and Riverknoll in favor of high-rent apartments
like University Commons (Capstone)?
A. Yes
B. No C. I’m indifferent D. None of the above

EDITORIAL
ACADEMIC OUTRAGE

rience in the classroom, but rather because they’ve proved themselves within their respec
tive fields. Most professors have either Masters degrees or in some cases PhDs, but that does
not make them qualified to teach.
A good teacher uses a myriad of styles to reach out to students who do not learn in the
same way. (Some just absorb information; others learn visually.) A good teacher encourages
group participation, and isn’t in love with the sound of his or her own voice. I myself have been
known to nod off to the accompaniment of an unharmonious, monotone drawl.
Thanks to what I’ll call the MTVIADD (Music Television-Induced Attention Deficit Disorder)
effect, it’s just a simple fact that unless our generation is being constantly stimulated, our atten
tion will most likely shift elsewhere.

Freshmen need the most “nurturing.”
Through conversations and my own experiences, the most experienced (i.e. tenured) teachers
are assigned to upper-level classes, while newcomers and the lesser-experienced are re e
gated to the “lowly” freshmen classes.
For these students, these precious hours of the week are their first tastes of academic
college life. If we all understand the significance of making good first impressions, why are
we mixing freshmen with non-experienced professors and then asking why the retention rate
is so low?
MIT is known for placing some of their most well regarded faculty in freshmen classes;
upper-level students are assumed to be able to adapt to any professor by supplementing what
is learned in class through extra reading and research.
Many professor evaluation forms, especially those with comments, don’t lie. Professors
with glowing recommendations should be the ones to teach first year students. Above all else,
that is what the ‘freshmen experience’ should be about.

Know your stuff.
I’ve seen this more in supporting staff and TAs than with professors, but whoever is giving
the lec~.ire should be able to field many or all of students’ questions. I’ve seen internal
memos explicitly telling teachers to use dodging responses such as “That’s a good question,
does anyone here know the answer?” or “Why don’t we hold off on that until next class” when
they can’t figure something out.
Besides, if you’re just going to read straight out of a textbook and not offer any new rele
vant thoughts, why bother coming to class?
We have technology, use it.
I find it funny yet disturbing when a teacher at the Rochester Institute of Technology exclaims
his or her inability to merely turn on a computer.
We have the technological resources, let’s use theml Personal websites are available for
posting assignments and class notes. I’ve even heard of some cases where students and faculty
instant message each other to further communication

Don’t underestimate the students.
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PLUS 5 MORE WE COULDN’T FIT ON THE PAGE!

VOTE@www.sg.rit.edu

As students, we enter the classroom prepared to learn, but occasionally find a professor who
makes known that he or she knows more than you ever will. We are immature, insignificant
annoyances who are wasting the professor’s time. This does happen, and is not confined to
non-tenured professors. Making a student or an entire class feel unwelcome or inferior only
discourages true learning.
That concludes today’s lesson. Students, for your assignment, if you know of any profes
sors whom you feel are teaching poorly or whose habits could improve, talk to your depart
ment head. If that fails, speak with the Dean. If still unheard, go straight to the Provost or to
the President.
What could be a few minutes lost of your time could hopefully lead to better experiences
for hundreds of future students. Whatever way you look at it, $20,000+ a year is an awfully
steep prce to pay for an inadequate education.
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lOP/ED I LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
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SEND ALL LETfERS TO REPORTER@RIT.EDU

John L. Roman
Director of Campus Stores
SOMEONE LISTENED TO FELIPE
My letter last week, “Testing testing...,” seemed to have gotten at
least one person’s attention. SG received a reply stating that students
cannot change a thing at PIT (“alcohol policy, parking policy, anything
important”). The writers of the responses felt that students can never
influence such decisions.
To a point I agree. I used to say the same, I would curse at admin
istration when they passed things without me ever knowing (Peps
alcohol policy, etc). My favorite response was from JH (yes, I am refer
ring to you). Many students feel this way, but just don’t email SG or
anyone about it. He did—for that I thank him.
Communication and Teamwork: “What the hell is that? That is tota
bullshit and wont change a damn thing at RIT.” The reason we did not
have a say in issues such as Pepsi, alcohol, etc. was because there was
no communication or teamwork. When the decisions were being made
by administration, students never found out about it until it was too late.
Communicating better what goes on at PIT and working together to find
a solution that students can respect and live with is needed.
Diversity: “All I hear about PIT is diversity up the ass. We don’t need
reverse racism groups.” Some will view this as self-segregation when
in fact it’s in response to those members not feeling they are a part or
can relate with the missions of other societies, groups, and clubs. I wish
there was more action and less talk about the topic.
Connecting with the Rochester Community: “This one isn’t that bad.”
Here we plan to discuss the great potential that exists for RIT students
if we get to know the city. Employment opportunities might arise that
will convince peop e to stay in Rochester after graduation.
The Growth and Direction of RIT: “GET RIT MORE MONEY AND
STUDENTS.” You mentioned “we need to move towards the needs of
the students and away from Al Simone’s business.” We must all sit down
and see where we are go ng and determine if housing, parking, food
service, and all the other departments are growing adequately.
This campus seems to have a tendency to wait until it is too late
to communicate (both students and administrators). Key example, the
“Gas Leak” e-mail that I had to request to be forwarded to all students
rather than just to RIT faculty and staff, regarding the construction in
front of Building 1. Could the students also have been told about the
gas leaks?

J. Felipe Giraldo
President
Student Government
Sgovt@rit.edu
NOTE: ALL LETtERS HAVE BEEN EDITED FOR CLARITYAND SPACE
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STILL OPEN FOR BUSINESS
In response to the letter to the editor titled “RIT’s Biggest Fan” (1/19),
if Mr. Vondrak was told that RIT sports insignia merchandise is being
phased out at Campus Connections, he was given erroneous informa
tion. I don’t know which member of our staff told him that, but I apol
ogize to him for any inconvenient this may has caused.
RIT hockey insignia merchandise is still (and will continue to be)
carried in Campus Connections. As of this writing, we have long sleeve
T-shirts, sweatshirts, hats, hockey pucks, and decals in stock.
It is true that the merchandise that was previously displayed in the
Sportshop on the second floor of Campus Connections has been relo
cated to the first floor. We just combined the two departments selling
clothing into one. After analysis of our sales and inventory to determine
which items sold well and those with a small demand, we changed our
selection, eliminating some items and adding others. We also believed
it would be more convenient for our customers to have all clothing items
in one area.

POCHEST~R INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

Crouching tiger, dancing dragon

OP/ED THE PULPIT
by edgar blackmon
Let me just say that I can’t wait until this month is no longer. Black history month
is one of the most offensive gestures that this country has ever made. I can’t
stand it. Am I supposed to be happy that February is here?
For one month, I have to listen to every business talk about how much they

love black people.
uWe at Fox 31 Rochester would like to wish all you negroes out there a Happy
Black History Month.”
Every February, McDonalds will release their “McEmancipation” sandwich
(now with more freedom), and if you super size your meal, you can get your very
own Martin Luther King commemorative cup. Every February, blowhards like
myself yell at the brick wall that is society.
Each year I was in elementary school, I remember teachers saying, ~You know
class, black people have also made contributions to this country.”
We are Americans, why wouldn’t we have made a contribution? I don’t fault
my teachers, because they were just doing the best they can in the situation they
were in. That’s really what we all do. But that doesn’t solve the problem.
The problem lies in the fact that schools do not teach true American history.
American history should include ALL Americans, no matter what their skin
color may be. The fact that a college student cannot name four black AMER
ICAN poets is almost too sad to mention. I can remember in one of my high
school history classes that we had almost an entire chapter on Thomas Edison,
and one paragraph on the Harlem Renaissance.
I don’t want letters telling me how great Edison was, I know that Edison has
made many contributions to our country. But his accomplishments aren’t any
greater simply because he was white. There have also been many inventors and
innovators who had brown skin.
George Washington Carver was a great innovator, but the way we learn about
him, you would think he just built things out of peanuts. I realize that without
Black History Month, we as Americans would hear next to nothing about these
overlooked Americans. But I’m tired of being complacent about the screwedup way our country’s history is told.
History books make the Trail of Tears seem like a walk down the block. It
makes slavery seem tough, but not really awful. I got into a fight with one white
friend of mine because she didn’t believe racism still exists. It sounds naïve, but
the way we learn in the US, can you blame her? Here is what black history
currently is in this country:
Way Back
1. Jungle
2. Slavery
3. Harriet Tubman/Frederick Douglass
4. Civil War
Old School
5. Segregation
6. Rosa Parks/Martin Luther King
7. Malcolm X (scary)
8. Equality
Today
9. Michael Jordan/Oprah
10. Why aren’t black people happy?
Let me know if I left anything out. This has to change. If you love this country,
then start teaching and learning about its history all year round. That way when
I have kids, when we go to McDonalds, they won’t ask me for an MLK Milkshake.

Send all responses to this article to Pulpit@reportermag.com
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STILL OPEN FOR BUSINESS
In response to the letter to the editor titled “RIT’s Biggest Fan” (1/19),
if Mr. Vondrak was told that RIT sports insignia merchandise is being
phased out at Campus Connections, he was given erroneous informa
tion. I don’t know which member of our staff told him that, but I apol
ogize to him for any inconvenient this may has caused.
RIT hockey insignia merchandise is still (and will continue to be)
carried in Campus Connections. As of this writing, we have long sleeve
T-shirts, sweatshirts, hats, hockey pucks, and decals in stock.
It is true that the merchandise that was previously displayed in the
Sportshop on the second floor of Campus Connections has been relo
cated to the first floor. We just combined the two departments selling
clothing into one. After analysis of our sales and inventory to determine
which items sold well and those with a small demand, we changed our
selection, eliminating some items and adding others. We also believed
it would be more convenient for our customers to have all clothing items
in one area.

POCHEST~R INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

Crouching tiger, dancing dragon

OP/ED THE PULPIT
by edgar blackmon
Let me just say that I can’t wait until this month is no longer. Black history month
is one of the most offensive gestures that this country has ever made. I can’t
stand it. Am I supposed to be happy that February is here?
For one month, I have to listen to every business talk about how much they

love black people.
uWe at Fox 31 Rochester would like to wish all you negroes out there a Happy
Black History Month.”
Every February, McDonalds will release their “McEmancipation” sandwich
(now with more freedom), and if you super size your meal, you can get your very
own Martin Luther King commemorative cup. Every February, blowhards like
myself yell at the brick wall that is society.
Each year I was in elementary school, I remember teachers saying, ~You know
class, black people have also made contributions to this country.”
We are Americans, why wouldn’t we have made a contribution? I don’t fault
my teachers, because they were just doing the best they can in the situation they
were in. That’s really what we all do. But that doesn’t solve the problem.
The problem lies in the fact that schools do not teach true American history.
American history should include ALL Americans, no matter what their skin
color may be. The fact that a college student cannot name four black AMER
ICAN poets is almost too sad to mention. I can remember in one of my high
school history classes that we had almost an entire chapter on Thomas Edison,
and one paragraph on the Harlem Renaissance.
I don’t want letters telling me how great Edison was, I know that Edison has
made many contributions to our country. But his accomplishments aren’t any
greater simply because he was white. There have also been many inventors and
innovators who had brown skin.
George Washington Carver was a great innovator, but the way we learn about
him, you would think he just built things out of peanuts. I realize that without
Black History Month, we as Americans would hear next to nothing about these
overlooked Americans. But I’m tired of being complacent about the screwedup way our country’s history is told.
History books make the Trail of Tears seem like a walk down the block. It
makes slavery seem tough, but not really awful. I got into a fight with one white
friend of mine because she didn’t believe racism still exists. It sounds naïve, but
the way we learn in the US, can you blame her? Here is what black history
currently is in this country:
Way Back
1. Jungle
2. Slavery
3. Harriet Tubman/Frederick Douglass
4. Civil War
Old School
5. Segregation
6. Rosa Parks/Martin Luther King
7. Malcolm X (scary)
8. Equality
Today
9. Michael Jordan/Oprah
10. Why aren’t black people happy?
Let me know if I left anything out. This has to change. If you love this country,
then start teaching and learning about its history all year round. That way when
I have kids, when we go to McDonalds, they won’t ask me for an MLK Milkshake.

Send all responses to this article to Pulpit@reportermag.com
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NEWSIWORLD ASKEW

by jacquelyn martin

by

The Year of the Little Dragon, or Snake, was welcomed
by the Rochester Asian community at a celebration held
in Clark Gym on Saturday January 27.
Six groups, inlcuding RIT’s Asian Cultural Society
and the Chinese Student and Scholar Association, helped
plan the evening, which included a show, Chinese buffet,
and dance.
The first part of the celebration was the Lion Dance,
in which multicolored costumed dancers wound their way
around the room, dancing to the beat of several drums.
The snakelike lion dancers performed on stage and
then descended into the audience. Once they returned to
the stage, candy was thrown into the crowd as delighted
children scurried up to receive the goodies.
The event was open to the community, and the room
swarmed with small children, most dressed in red silk
outfits—red being a lucky color in Chinese culture.
Following the Lion Dance were several other dances,
including a Mongolian dance, wreath dance, and ribbon
dance. A chorus sang, and Zirui Song, a student from the
Chinese School of Rochester, played a traditional instru
ment called a PiPa.
The crowd was also treated to a martial arts demon
stration and watched as members of the Shaolin Kung Fu
Academy broke wood, concrete, and a baseball bat with
their bare hands, and once even with a shin.
One of the last events at the show was a fashion
show of clothing throughout different Chinese dynasties.
The hungry crowd then made their way to Grades to
eat a Chinese Buffet provided by several local restau
rants.”

jason pacchiarotti

DETROIT, MICHIGAN — “Shin pads cannot protect any part of the body
they do not cover~ That warning label won Joe Schanderson $500 for The
Michigan Lawsuit Abuse Watch’s Wacky Warning Labels Contest. The
contest was formed as a way to expose the effects of product liability
lawsuits. The runner-up came in with this warning from a public toilet:
“Recycled flush water unsafe for drinking~
ZURICH, SWITZERLAND — A mouse delayed a Swiss jet’s two hundred
passengers for 24 hours on January 14. Mice pose a safety threat when
they chew through cables on the plane. After a mouse was spotted on an
incoming flight, the plane was grounded as a precaution. The plane departed
when the mouse turned up in the cockpit—dead.

CAPE TOWN, SOUTH AFRICA

- “We were unsuccessful in hosting the
Olympic Games, but the 27th Annual 2001 Pigeon Olympiad makes up for
it~ remarked Western Cape provincial Premier Gerald Morkel as he opened
the Pigeon Olympics in Cape Town. From Austria to Ecuador, thousands of
people and their birds flocked to the winged Olympics to compete in races.
“We are extremely fortunate to be the host province and city to such a
magnificent international event. It is truly wonderful that such a small feath
ered animal can unite so many people from so many different cultures~

TEHRAN, IRAN — It is not uncommon for a 20-year old man to marry a
virgin in the Islamic nation of Iran. It is out of the ordinary, though, if that
virgin happens to be 77 years old. On Sunday, January 21, Hesam Khalili
married Fatemeh Jamshidi Khakhi (the groom and bride, respectively).
Because of his marriage, Khalili’s military service requirement will be cut in
half.
MACON, GEORGIA - Glenn Matthews, 43, was charged with three
robberies on Sunday, January 14 after confessing to them onstage at a
comedy club. Mike Smith, the club owner and former policeman, called the
police while he detained Matthews and tried to keep the audience calm.
OTFAWA, CANADA — 13,658. That is the answer to the age-old question:
“Hqw many licks does it take to get to the center of a Tootsie Roll pop~ On
Jar~uary 10, Erik Loisen proved that in front of a crowd of dozens, including
two officials from the Tootsie Roll Company. For his hour of licking, Loisen
will receive $1,000 from Tootsie Roll. During the test, Loisen could only
lick—no sucking or chewing was allowed.

The Joyluck Dancers perform a Ribbon Dance.
Two lions kiss at the Lion Dance.

Children of Chinese Federation of Greater Rochester wait backstage before their
performance of the Good Harvest Dance.

0.

CAIRO, EGYPT — A woman killed her husband with one punch during a
quarrel. However, she persuaded a health inspector that he had died from
diabetes, a condition he suffered from. After neighbors told police they had
heard a fight the night he died, the case was reopened and an autopsy found
the man had died of a blow to the head. The wife confessed and was
remanded to police on January 18.

COLLEGE BOWL

by jeff prystajko

COLLEGE BOWL TRIUMPHS
“Although it took the 16th Amendment to make a federal income
tax constitution, the first such tax dates back to the 16th pres
ident, a man who died in office on April 15th. For 10 points—
name him.”
If you guessed “Abraham Lincoln~ you’re right Such was the
style of questions posed to over 100 students who entered this
year’s College Bowl, a mind-numbing mental challenge.
This year’s contest had the largest number of players in CAB’s
history, and challenged contestants in categories as diverse as
Sports and Science to Religion and Mythology. The five high
scorers, Edgar Blackmon, Erik Dolatowski, Luke Lilevjen, Dan
Novello, and Erin Wigger, were chosen to advance to the regional
finals at St. John Fisher on February 18 and 19.
Twenty-five teams composed of four to five persons each
entered the tournament sponsored by the College Activities Boar
(CAB) on Saturday, January 20. The double-elimination competi
tion began at 10:30 a.m., and filtered out contestants until only
two-teams were left.
Team “Who are we playing?~ consisting of Kelley Sullivan,
Greg Yong, Dan Novello, Karl Burgler, and Eric Bonus, battled team
“Reportercus’ (Edgar Blackman, Jess Boden, Chris Ehrmann, Jeff
Prystajko, and Erin Wigger) for the first-place honors. Since both
teams had defeated the other once, one final double-elimination
round was held.
Although both teams were very close points-wise, “Who are
we playing’ came away victorious after answering a deciding
question. Each memb
tions and Talisman event tickets; “Reportercus’ members each
received two Regal movie passes.

0

BRASILIA, BRAZIL — Brazilian men have bigger penises than American
men, according to a new survey released on January 22. The average
Brazilian male genitalia reaches 5.7 inches when erect, while Americans only
measure in at 5.0 inches.

/

ALLABAHAD, INDIA — “Samadhi~ a form of meditation will help Keiko
Aikawa remain alive for three days during the Maha Kumbh Mela (Grand
Pitcher Festival). The spiritual leader will be placed in a three-meter deep
hole, covered by a sheet of metal and a layer of sand for sensory depriva
tion.

Stories come from AP, CNN, Reuters, and the electronic impu ses in my brain.”
.1

GET BETWEEN OUR COVERS—SUBMIT TO REPORTER.
The annual Reporter all-opinion issue is coming in March,
but it will not be much of an opinion issue if it doesn’t have
your opinions!
Say what you want ANY TOPIC, RN’? IDEA.
known that you have something to say.

Let it be

Submissions are DUE TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 13. Opin
ions may be delivered to the Reporter office in room A426
of the SAU, or e-mailed to reporter@ritedu.
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NEW CAFE BREWING IN LIBRARY
The long-talked about café in Wallace Library is soon to become a reality.
Director of Libraries Pat Pitkin said, “We hope to have something in [the
library] for the first week of the Spring Quarter, but we probably will not have
it completely evolved until the first week of the Fall Quarter~
The café will be constructed in the After Hours rooms, immediately
inside Building 5. Looking at the rooms now, there is no indication of the
formation of the café, but Pitkin said, “We actually started the decon
struction plans in the summer by rearranging the reserve desk and creating
a different kind of circulation area in preparation for renovating the After
Hours Roomy
The new café will feature an array of caffeinated products, including
espresso, cappuccino, teas, and coffee. No other food items other than
cookies will be sold there.
“Coffee shops have pastry cases and are bright and well lit~ said Asso
ciate Director of Libraries Chandra Mckenzie. ‘That is not what we want.
This is not a coffee shop; this is not a coffee house. This is a café!”
The project is in conjunction with Java’s, a popular café on Gibbs
Street in downtown Rochester. The café has yet to be named, but a contest
will be held to come up with a creative name that must contain “Java’s” in
the title.
Java’s owner Mike Calabrese said, “It will have the same feel las
Java’s]. It will not have a corporate look like Starbucks~
Pitkin said, “When we first walked into Java’s, we said, ‘This is what we
need... a place that is warm, casual, comfortable... A space where you
come in and you do not think you are at RlT~

I

The current plan calls for a variety of seating including couches,
armchairs, and a variety of tables and chairs. To set the mood, there will be
a gas fireplace, a decorative ceiling and a stone and metal service counter.
Additionally, there will be a stage to accommodate local bands, poetry read
ings, and other casual stage acts. Student artwork will adorn the walls.
Periodically, the café will change the work on the walls so that students
can see more pieces. As of now, the length of display for the artwork is
unknown.
“The café will contain a ton of artwork, so there will be some pieces of
art that will remain constant~ said McKenzie.
Pitkin said, “This is a way that students will be able to show off what
they are creating~ One constant will be a student-painted mural on the wall.
This mural will not be finished until fall, butthere will be a contest in the spring
that will determine who paints it
The careful attention to the atmosphere is not accidental.
“We want this place to be a hangout~ said Calabrese. “We want students
to feel like they want to hang out there, not just go there just because it is
on campus.”
And a Cyber café? A notable feature will include the ability to check
e-mail with high-speed wireless Internet connections using notebook
computers or with notebooks that connect into Ethernet jacks in the walls.
Though not finalized, Pitkin estimated the hours of operation for the café
will be from seven in the morning until midnight all week long.
Wondering about the state of the After Hours Rooms? The rooms will
coexist with the café. When the café closes, the space will still be avail
able to use just as it is now.~
_~
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For information about the naming contests, send e
mail to papwml@rit.edu and cvmwml@rit.edu.
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What is the Office of the Student Ombuds?
The Office of the Student Ombudsperson is a neutral and1confidential place that exists to assist all RIT/NTID students with
any questions, concerns, or issues they ~ay~experience as a student.The word “ombudsnIan” is originally from the Swedish
word meaning “advocate”.
~:~‘
When would a student visit the Ombuds office?
If you are experiencing a situation in which you do not know what to do, where to go, or who to speak to, then it may be a
good time to contact the Ombuds Office. If you are having a difficult time receiving an answer toá question about RIT
policies and proc~edures, or you are unable to resolve a situation that impacts you as a student, then ‘we thay be.able to help.
What does the Ombudsperson do?
In most cases, we do not resolve a situation for a student, but will provide them with informatior~an’d guidarnie sà that the
student can achieve resolution on their own. Since every situation is different, there a~ediffer~nt Ievelsàf service that we
providëlbasedLon.the individualrsituation.
How do I contact the Ombudsperson?
The Office of the Student Ombuds is located in the RITREAT portion of the
Student Alumni Union, in rooms 1110/1114.
,,.
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Telephone: (716) 475-7200 TTY: (71 6) 475-7595 E-mail:ombask@rit.edu
The Ombudsperson is Dr. Laura Tubbs, and is available by appointment. The office hours are 8:30 4:00 Monday-Friday,
or other times by appointment.
Walk-ins are welcome Interpreting available
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XTREME &WUNG
TUESDAY
AMF Olympic Lanes
1350 Scottsville Rd
Rochester NY 14624
PH: 716-235-5341

THURSDAY
AMF Dewey Garden Lanes
4470 Dewy Ave
Rochester NY 14612
PH: 716-865-0470

Unlimited bowling
Rental shoes
Pitcher of P p
Large Pizza
WEDNESDAY
AMF Terrace Garden Lanes
1151 Ridgeway Ave
Rochester NY 14615
PH: 716-254-0553
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Though not finalized, Pitkin estimated the hours of operation for the café
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Wondering about the state of the After Hours Rooms? The rooms will
coexist with the café. When the café closes, the space will still be avail
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For information about the naming contests, send e
mail to papwml@rit.edu and cvmwml@rit.edu.
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What is the Office of the Student Ombuds?
The Office of the Student Ombudsperson is a neutral and1confidential place that exists to assist all RIT/NTID students with
any questions, concerns, or issues they ~ay~experience as a student.The word “ombudsnIan” is originally from the Swedish
word meaning “advocate”.
~:~‘
When would a student visit the Ombuds office?
If you are experiencing a situation in which you do not know what to do, where to go, or who to speak to, then it may be a
good time to contact the Ombuds Office. If you are having a difficult time receiving an answer toá question about RIT
policies and proc~edures, or you are unable to resolve a situation that impacts you as a student, then ‘we thay be.able to help.
What does the Ombudsperson do?
In most cases, we do not resolve a situation for a student, but will provide them with informatior~an’d guidarnie sà that the
student can achieve resolution on their own. Since every situation is different, there a~ediffer~nt Ievelsàf service that we
providëlbasedLon.the individualrsituation.
How do I contact the Ombudsperson?
The Office of the Student Ombuds is located in the RITREAT portion of the
Student Alumni Union, in rooms 1110/1114.
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Telephone: (716) 475-7200 TTY: (71 6) 475-7595 E-mail:ombask@rit.edu
The Ombudsperson is Dr. Laura Tubbs, and is available by appointment. The office hours are 8:30 4:00 Monday-Friday,
or other times by appointment.
Walk-ins are welcome Interpreting available
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You get:

RENT A
LANE

$25.00

9pm 12am

,,

XTREME &WUNG
TUESDAY
AMF Olympic Lanes
1350 Scottsville Rd
Rochester NY 14624
PH: 716-235-5341

THURSDAY
AMF Dewey Garden Lanes
4470 Dewy Ave
Rochester NY 14612
PH: 716-865-0470

Unlimited bowling
Rental shoes
Pitcher of P p
Large Pizza
WEDNESDAY
AMF Terrace Garden Lanes
1151 Ridgeway Ave
Rochester NY 14615
PH: 716-254-0553
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Submitted by: Jon Parise
Next week’s topic: Songs to bang to—girlie style! The week after
is the guys’ turn. Keep em coming in!

SKIN COLOR

POETIC FACES

PRO I’OR TI ON

by tiffany swasta

CHARACTER NAME
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SONIC TEAM PRESENTS...

01

Sting, “A Thousand Years’ 5:58

02

Natalie Imbruglia, “Smoke” 4:38

03

Madonna, “Like a Prayer’ 5:51

04

Traffic, “Glad” 6:57

05

Phil Collins, “In the Air Tonight” 5:3

06

Pink Floyd, “Time” 7:05

07

Men at Work, “Down Under” 3:41

08

The Rolling Stones, “Gimme Shelter” 4:33

09

Bon Jovi, “Runaway” 3:52

10

Garbage, “Fix Me Now” 4:42

11

Everclear, “My Sexual Life” 3:49

12

U2, “With or Without You” 4:58

13

Sting, “Fields of Gold” 3:39

14

Pearl Jam, “Nothingman” 4:35

15

The Who, “Eminence Front” 5:39

16

The Cars, “Drive” 3:55

17

Pink Floyd, “Stop” 0:30
Total: 78:54

It’s your turn to tell the world what you listen to! Each week we will
print up a cool-looking sidebar with a playlist you submit. There are
only two rules:
1. No more than two songs by any one artist or band. (Include artist
name and song title.)
2. Total playlist length must be able to fit on a regular CD, so keep

them at 80 minutes or less.
Remember, the more varied the better.
Send all submissions to whuber@reportermag.com.
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An evening stroll through peaceful woods,
Brought back a beautiful image in my mind
If I remembered only the good
From a distant memor~y of mine.
But the darkness is what remained.
A thought too dreadful to share,
In my head the picture stayed.
It wasn’t right and it wasn’t fair.
We were walking arm in arm,
Softly stepping on the leaves,
And without the vaguest thought of harm,
I stepped into the trees.
Moving slowly, we took our time,
And he held my small hand tight.
I was so glad that he was mine.
Everything felt so right...
He kissed my lips softly,
And I kissed him, too.
We swayed back and forth gently
With nothing else to do.
He wrapped his arms around my waist.
I could feel his grip on me.
His mouth was all that I could taste,
Alone under the tow’ ring trees.
Then a black leaf fell to the ground.
It seemed special, and omen, or sign
Landing softly without a sound
Warning that he might cross the line,
And then his hands slid too low.
I pulled them roughly away.
~ won’t do it, that you know.”
I told him in a defensive way,
And he backed off a little bit
Then quickly sprang on me.
My face and stomach he hit,
And I tried to pull up my knees,
But his arms held me tight,
And he forced his way in.
My screams into the night,
Were carried away by the wind...

Do you write poetry? Submit it to Reporter,
and we just might publish it. Send your entries to
poems@reportermag.com

RATING:
3.5 / 4

DIABLO, IN SPACE

Phantasy Star Online is the latest game to come out of Sega’s develop
ment house, Sonic Team. It is a hack-and-slash game in the vein of Diablo

and Rogue set in the Phantasy Star universe. The biggest draw of this
game, however, is its online play.
Noon: Before the game will let me login, I have to create a character. There
are nine types of characters, split up by race, discipline, and gender. From
there you can customize several aspects of the character’s appearance. I
create a human female magic user, mainly because she looked cute.
Once you create a character, you can either play by yourself offline
(loser) or with other people online. You dial in, select a ship (server), and
then choose a room in the ship. Within each room, you get together with
other players in groups of up to four players to start games.
1 p.m. One of the things Sonic Team was trying to facilitate was interna
tional multi-playing. I ended up being grouped with three Japanese
players—Kerobosos, atypical human fighter; Hoshi, a hunter/android with
a big gun; and ShinSasami, a short (and scary looking) magic user. Commu
nicating with people from other countries is interesting. The people I
played with were willing to communicate in English, even if they weren’t
very good at it. Thankfully the developers have provided a universal trans
lator ~evice that includes a wordlist you can pick words from, and the game
will display your message in everyone’s selected language.
2 p.m. Now that the game has started, we have to choose one of several
quests to go on. We decide to search the forest to find some idiot hoping

to claim land before anyone else. Somehow, he almost got killed in the
process. Now we have to go down there and bust some monsters open to
save his fat behind. This involves working with the other players to smack
a whole lot of monsters around in some very pretty environments.
Somehow, I have the feeling that this game is going to involve a lot of
monster smacking.
The actual combat isn’t too bad—everything runs in realtime, but things
happen relatively slowly. You push a button, and a fireball comes out.
Push another button, and you whack the monster with your staff. You don’t
have to worry about friendly fire—anything the other players throw at the
monsters (including themselves!) goes right through you. The buttons are
configurable to any command—sadly there are only six buttons to work with,

since spell casters could use around fifteen more.

3 p.m. More hacking, more slashing, and more booty. It is nice to see that
the developers tried to put in some more varied quests. We just took a job
where a biologist sends us down to grab DNA samples of various monsters.
Of course, the device that takes samples works for only twenty minutes.
We decided to split up into two groups so we could cover more ground.
That ended up to be a disaster, with time being wasted as the weaker char
acters (including me) just died. Most of the monsters ha
anyway to open up all of the zones, so we were scrambling to get through
everything once we met up. I ended up gettin
30 seconds left.
4 p.m. Some quests involve computer-controlled characters whom you
must protect. We go on a quest where we must secretly lead a reporter
through the forest sections of the planet. She is fairly weak, but she does
pack some heat and healing items. Going thr
section, the party is attacked by a group of nasties. The reporter gets too
aggressive, doesn’t heal herself, and dies. At this point
diately teleports all of us back up to the ship, to tell us we failed the quest.
Oops?

5 p.m. Having cleared all of the quests available to us, we have one thing
left to do: take out the big nasty thing at the end of the forest zones to
open up the next area. We all know we got to the end when we reached

a big teleporter that tells us that it will take anyone in the game ‘some
where,” and that once it was used no one else could use it until either it
or we were all dead. That is not a good sign. On the other side of the porta
is one big dragon. This fight is actually very pattern based, and if you can
figure it out, you’re set. Figure it out quick though, since it does a lot of
damage. Through perseverance, teamwork, and a whole lot of restora
tion/revival items, the monster died. About time.

6 p.m. After completely clearing out the first zone, one of the players tells
us all that he is going to leave. After that, everyone else decides that now
is a good timp to part ways. It’s 8:00 a.m. the next day in Tokyo, so I
have been playing with a bunch of people who played all night and are
going to bed now. Freaks. The game is really repetitive: it involves a lot o
whacking monsters over the head with whatever you have in y
Somehow, though, it remains fun and addicting. The interaction between
players doesn’t hurt one bit. It is a good way to waste some time.
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Reality Shows. Is their popularity
over~ or will the new wave bring
increased popularityf
Every major television station has them, and if you haven’t heard of any
you must be living in a hole. They’re called reality shows, and even
though their themes differ, they share a common setting. A group of
people are chosen to compete in mental and physical adventures for
money and prizes. The networks usually bet on issues and drama to
arise as the groups interact, and this is where the shows hook their
viewers. Some of the more popular include Real World/Road Rules
Extreme Challenge, The Mole, Temptation Island, and of course
Survivor.
ROAD RULES / REAL WORLD EXTREME CHALLENGE
This is MTV’s attempt to drain every last bit of popularity from their
Road Rules and Real World series. This time cast members from past
shows are combined into teams; Road Rules versus Real World. A
series of competitions are set up for the teams to compete in events
such as bungee jumping, water skiing, and ropes courses. The winners
of the day usually get to spend the night in a ritzy place, while the losers
are forced to rough it. As far as drama goes, some old issues have
started to come up, and I’m sure there will be plenty more to come.
Not as interesting as I thought it would be, and I have to admit that I
liked both original series’ better. In my opinion, MTV has overdone it.
TEMPTATION ISLAND
No doubt the show with the least amount of moral value. On this show
four couples have agreed to be separated and become single again.
The men and women are live on separate sides of the island with thir
teen individuals of the opposite sex dubbed “fantasy singIes~ During
their time apart they will date new partners and find new “connections~
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After each date, they are given the choice of seeing unedited high
lights of their partner’s dates. The show has set up many different
dating activities in order to expose each of the players to new people.
Judging by the episodes and commercials, it’s easy to see that some
thing is going to go down. There has been a lot of negative press about
the show, because it almost encourages infidelity. The show proposes
that by dating other people, the couples will become stronger, but
anyone who has had someone cheat on them knows that this isn’t how
it works. While the show is morally corrupt, it is addictive, and many
can’t wait to see what happens next.
THE MOLE
This is ABC’s second voyage into reality shows, following the sucessful
Making the Band. In this show, five men and five women have been
put into teams to compete in challenges to win prize money of up to
one million dollars. Mixed in with this group is one person who is trying
to sabotage the group’s effort to win the prize money—the mole.
Players have to pick up on others’ behavior and hints to discover who
the mole is. Every few days players are given a quiz to see how much
they know about who the mole is, and the person who knows the least
is kicked out of the game. The last person at the end goes home with
all the winnings. Sounds too much like Survivor, and not nearly as
popular.
SURVIVOR II
The new season of this popular show aired its first episode after the
Superbowl. The sequel takes place in Queensland, Australia—the
outback, terrain that is home to hundreds of dangerous animal species.
Queensland is a region of extreme heat and cold, plains and rain
forests, waterfalls and deserts. Players have to help their tribe win by
searching for necessities of life, and competing in challenges. The
sequel will attempt to capitalize on the popularity of its predecessor.
Fans of the first will definitely watch, and you may find yourself among them
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For all of your relationship, dating, etiquette and fashion questions, Dr.Leisure is here.
Dr. Leisure is a licensed Funktologist, with degrees in Bootyology and Mack Manage
ment. However, Dr. Leisure is not a licensed therapist, and takes no responsibilty for
what you do. Don’t sue Dr Leisure he’s broke.
Dear Dr. Leisure,
I met this girl in class, and she is perfect. Smart, beautiful, and funny.
But I have a little problem. I’m short, and she’s tall. There is about four
or five inches of height between us. How can I overcome this situa
tion and perhaps get her to go out with me?
Little and In Love
Dear Little,
You know, I hear this complaint a lot. I don’t see what the problem
Look at Prince. Prince is about two feet tall, and he seems to do just
fine with the ladies. Here is my foolproof suggestion: Walk up to her
and say, “You are one tall drink of water, and I am thirsty as hell.” If
she doesn’t melt, follow up with, “We’re all the same height when we’re
laying down.” Tell me how the date was, Romeol
Dr. Leisure,
I have been with the same guy for the last two years. I love him, but
I think he might be cheating on me. He says he’s going out with hi
friends, but he doesn’t have any friends. How can I know fo
-.
Suspicious in Sol Heumann
Dear Suspicious,
Anytime I’m in doubt of something, I turn to a higher power. Her name
is Miss Cleo. Miss Cleo and those Tarot cards can figure anything out.
I don’t know why she isn’t working for the government or something.
Call her, and she’ll tell you the real deal.

Dear Dr. Leisure,
There is a guy who I really like, but I don’t know h
notice me. I’m really shy, and I don’t know w
me some help?
Xen a
Dear Xena,
If I were you, I would be as courageous as possibl will definitely know wh

-

Dr. Leisure,
No matter what I do, I just can’t g
.
Do all women hate me? Am I ugly? Or is it that finding love at RIT is
just impossible? Help me Dod
Hopeless in Henrietta

the tone of your etter, I wo
that all women hate you, and that may be your problem.
very complicated, so if you want to win one ove ,
cated too. You must be strong on the outside, a
or vice versa. You sound ike a cream puff, so he start a fight with you in front of some
trying to ignore him in your usual wussy way, lay into him with the
fiercest beating your spaghetti arms can muster. Then the ladies will
think you’re rugged. If that doesn’t work, just transfe
-

If you have a question for Dr.Leisure, simply e-mail them to docleisure@reportermag.com.
Remember Dr. Leisure is not a therapist, but send your question
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-.
Suspicious in Sol Heumann
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Xen a
Dear Xena,
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Dr. Leisure,
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.
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the tone of your etter, I wo
that all women hate you, and that may be your problem.
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-

If you have a question for Dr.Leisure, simply e-mail them to docleisure@reportermag.com.
Remember Dr. Leisure is not a therapist, but send your question
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A protester is detained after breaking through a police line.
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A protester points to police lines that are cornering them.
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Jeff Rae and Steve Brahm witnessed the protests
in response to the inauguration on January 20. This
is their evidence that it occurred.
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Protesters can be seen holding up an upside down flag behind
a police barricade of police officers.
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A man brings his four-year-old daughter along for the march.

A line of police are stationed behind a fence to
prevent protesters from infiltrating a security zone.

A protester stands
on the inaugural
parade route on
Pennsylvania Avenue
displaying his anger.
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Techno-patriots Steve Frank and girlfriend Cat Lee in Steve’s dorm room

College life in the first decade of 2000 will be remembered for the
Internet. Doing research, having sex, and chatting with friends no
longer requires inconvenient trips to the library; instead, these tasks
can be achieved with online versions that are nearly as satisfying.
For some, the computer is more than a simplification device. It
is an activity machine that handles twelve or thirteen hours of enter
tainment and productivity daily.
“It’s kinda weird:’ said Jeff, a first year software engineer, “just
thinking that I’m on a computer for fourteen hours?’
Jeff is not some reclusive oddity. Even though time spent using
the computer equals time spent not partying, many heavy users do
not feel that their communication and interaction are disrupted.

“It would be different If we lived
on a campus vvhere beautiful,
exotic women roamed around
with great abundance...
“People might say we’re anti-social:’ said a friend of Jeff’s who
opted to stay anonymous. “But chances are we’ve probably inter
acted with more people than they’ve ever crossed paths with?’
Though most of this time is spent on marathons of first-person
shooter games and multiple-window instant-messaging, it is far
from being eFlushed down the toilet.com.
Rather, computer time should be thought of as an investment in
experience and skills that cannot be learned from school courses.
Several students claimed that they would be falling behind in their
classes if their computing time was halved.

8

“I can quit whenever I want!:’ said Jeff, but the truth behind that
statement stands. Unlike nicotine or cocaine, computer ultra-enthu
siasts do not consider themselves addicted.
Another of Jeff’s anonymous friends said, “It’s part of our lives,
it’s what we want to do. You could take away running water, but why
not just have it? It’s something we like?’
Mike, a second year IT major, noticed a significant decrease after
his first year—he “learned his lesson?’ Now that programming provides
a constant stream of diversions and challenges, he plays far less of
the games he enjoyed last year.
Counter-Strike is one of these games. It probably is also the most
time-consuming, spurring an actual addiction in many cases. The
game is a first-person shooter, but rather than give its players a freefor-all frenzy, it focuses on deep strategy and teamwork. Quake Ill
and Unreal: Tournament are other favorites, and probably help Jeff
and his friends aspire to become game programmers themselves.
“I think we’re all pretty level-headed about it’ said Mike.
“It would be different if we lived on a campus where beautiful,
exotic women roamed around with great abundance,” said the
second anonymous friend, sounding like he had been rehearsing his
stance on the topic.
But the consensus is that social lives are not neglected in the
shadow of daylong gaming and coding sessions. And the time
invested today will amount to acutely developed survival skills in a
future inundated with technology.
“Computers are what a lot of the future is going to be based on:’
concluded anonymous friend number two. “We’re going to be a lot
of people’s bosses?’
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STUDENTS CUSTOMIZE THEIR OWN DEGREES
by jon-claude catori

LU

by jonathan fischer
The man walks up and down the cracked cobblestone. His hair
is three feet of dreadlock, all converging into a single mat on
top of his head, held in place by a rose-colored band. He
carries a megaphone in his hand, and shrieks at the crowd and
occasional policeman before him.
His name is Gunner Kruger, one of the leaders of an antifascist group demonstrating on the ruins of the Kaiser Wilhelm
Gedachtnis Church in Berlin. The steady whine of police sirens
is heard and green police wagons surround the square.
Based on the attendance of approximately fifty officers in
this tiny square, one would think Kent State is ready to happen
all over again. Kruger pays them no mind; this is a peaceful
protest, and he aims to keep it that way. Teens and university
students are all around hm—many holding signs are members
of some of Berlin’s many youth anti-fascist groups (‘antifa
Gruppen’ in German).
From the end of the WWII, these small clans have grown
to substantial numbers. While most American teens and college
students have never seen a trace of the Third Reich, here it is
still a reality to many students.
An older, matronly woman approaches Kruger.
“I want you to know,” she says, “What you’re doing here is
destroying the time of Hitler.”
The big man bends down and gives her a smile, “I know,”
he says.
Many Neo-Nazi groups still exist in modern-day Germany,
and their demonstrations can often be violent. While AntiFascist groups protest a wide variety of injustices around the
world, Neo-nazism is still at the top of their lists.
“They’re just beggars, that’s all,” shouts an older man again
and again during the protest.

The students ignore the barks and remain silent. There are
some Berliners who feel that the youths are just street punk.
There is some fact behind this mentality; most of these students
are very poor.
While these protests may not stop wars or injustices, it
gives many of the students spirit. Kruger and his entourage are
not alone, either.
“We even have brothers in Yugoslavia, so [the movement]
is not just in Berlin,” he said.
One can look at some of the demonstrations at colleges
throughout the USA and in Washington, D.C., where someone
is surely holding a rally supporting or opposing an issue on any
given day.
One of the universally accepted symbols of these left-wing
groups is a crossed-out swastika. This symbol has been spread
around the world in the form of patches, posters and bumper
stickers.
Since its infancy, the Internet has also been a big help in
distributing the message. Extensive websites such as
www.antifa.de have reports of protest and meeting sched
ules. Some sites link not only to anti-fascist sites, but to ones
of their opposition as well. One website even displayed a
wanted poster for a suspect in a recent bombing, and still
others link to compiled lists of known Nazi supporters. Not all
Berliners, however, appreciate some actions of the youths.
At eight in the evening, the police and the demonstrators
pack up side by side.
One officer even jokes to another student, “See you next week.”
Some stick around and chat, others grab food from vending
kiosks around the square. Kruger sits on the bench and laughs
with friends. In a tired voice he says, “Every Friday.”•

Customization is part of our lives. From the computers we

older stu

use to the cars we drive, everyone wants to make it their own. The
Center for Multidisciplinary Studies offers certain students an
tunity to tailor a degree to their own specifications.
Nicknamed “flex” due to the flexibility of the program, multidis
ciplinary studies provides students with the resources and ache uling options to create their own major.
Linda Tolan, Associate Dean of the Center for Applied Science
and Technology, and also the interim director of the Center for Multi
Disciplinary Studies, said, “Some students’ interests and needs are
not fulfilled by a traditional degre&’
Some examples of degrees that have been designed in the
include health systems and quality control, organizational develop
ment, and engineering technologies and business.
“The multidisciplinary program really allows students to mix a
match to find a degree that meets their needs:’ said Tolan.
The concept for flex originated from the concept that students
could enroll in multiple areas of study and combine them to
a customized degree.

Th

‘THIS IS ANOTHER VEHICLE FOR STUDENTS
TO GAIN A SOLID AND BENEFICIAL DEGREE.”
“The program allows students to take core areas of study, like
math, science, and liberal arts, with a professional area of study or
concentration:’ Tolan said. “This allows the students to participate
in the process, and define their concentrations?’
The next logical question then would be, what kinds of students
would be allowed to utilize flex?
“The program is available at both the undergraduate and grad
uate levels, but students should know that it is not wide open, that
there are some limits, but there is still a lot of flexibility?’
Typically students with distinct needs and requirements would
benefit from a multidisciplinary degree.
“The majority of students in the program are transfer students,

Tolan said, “The program is not for students who are undecid
as to what they want to do, but rath
To pursue a degree in multidisciplinary studies, a student’s

de
before being approved by a faculty corn
“Th
student is qualified for the pr
academic status, the kinds of courses th
weh
with a multidisciplinary advisor to discuss th
study to which the degree will relate. This part of the pr
approve it.
Tom Moran, an assistant professor at RIT for six years, serves
as an advisor to students enro
helping students decide how to
fied several essential components.
“A new student in the program usually already has work experi
ence:’ Moran said. “The heart of it all is taking a student from where
they have been to the place where they envision themselves, and
using RIT’s strengths to get them there?’
Moran went on to give a clear definition of the program from
advisors standpoint. “It’s really a study-centered program in terms
of what the end result is—groups of courses that reflect what th
student wants when it falls outside the traditional academic patterns?’
So far, students’ reception to the program is overall positive.
“The students in the program seem very pleased with it’ Moran
said. “First they discover it, and later they find what works for them.
And lastly you see them in the graduation line, and you know that
they did it their way?’
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To pursue a degree in multidisciplinary studies, a student’s

de
before being approved by a faculty corn
“Th
student is qualified for the pr
academic status, the kinds of courses th
weh
with a multidisciplinary advisor to discuss th
study to which the degree will relate. This part of the pr
approve it.
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helping students decide how to
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of any one body part~ what
would it be and why~”
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“I’m perfect just the
way i am:’
LISA HORTON
3RD YR. INTERNA
TIONAL BUSINESS

“An extra foot so I could
kick my butt into gear:
BLAINE STUART
2ND YR. MECHANI AL

“An eye in the back of my
head because I think it would
be really fun. Youd always
know what was going on’
JAIMEE SIMONE
2ND YR. PACKAGING SCIENCE

“I’d have an eye in the back
of my head so I could
always watch my back:’
AMADO FIGUEROSA
3RD YR. MANAGEMENT OF
INFORMATION SYSTEMS

“Another head so I
could do more
things:

“I’d have an eyeball on my
finger. I could hold it up in
the air and seer

“I guess a brain—retain more
information and do more
multi-tasking’

“Another hand, because
RIT gives out too much
work for you to do:’

LINDSAY BUCHKO

KIKI OKEKE

GABRIELE DUME

3RD YR. INDUSTRIAL
ENGINEERING

1ST YR. ELECTRICAL ENGI
NEERING

3RD YR. PACKAGING SCIENCE

THOMAS FINGER
3RD YR. INFORMATION

“I don’t think I want any. I
think it would be weird to
have an extra army

“I would want two
penises—one on top of the
other. When I’m done using
one, I’ll just go ahead and
use the other:’

“An extra arm, because then I
could carry more stuff and
drop less stuff:’

“Another arm so I could
smack you around for
asking me questions:’

SHAUN JAMIESON

DAN LERNER
4TH YR. IMAGING SCIENCE

WILFEDO ALVAREZ

NEERING

MEGHAN CARDILLO

1ST YR. TRANSFER
PHOTOGRAPHY

1ST YR. COMPUTER ENGI

TECHNOLOGY

4TH YR. PROFESSI NAL
TECHNICAL COMMUNICA
TIONS

“I want an extra penis. This
one I’ve got is doing a lot,
but I want to do a whole lot
more. An extra one is better
for the community’
KAS ALLEYNE

“I guess it would be an
extra limb just ‘cause
there’s so much I try to do
at once. I’m always doing
so many things—there’s
never enough of me:’

2ND YR. MANAGEMENT OF
INFORMATION SYSTEMS

JESSE MILLS
3RD YR. PHOTOGRAPHY

“I’d have an extra arm
so I could get more
things done:’
MIKE PINA
1 ST YR. MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING

“An extra mouth so you
could talk to two people
at once:’
AMANDA FORD
2ND YR. GRAPHIC DESIGN
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For Kellie Scheurer. its hard to pass up one of her Iavoiite meals—a
chicken phillv sandv,’ich from Gracies, covered in ketchup, mayonnaise
and cheesy sauce. That may be because she v.’oiks at Grace Watson
Dining Hall and could have a sandv’ich ever’,’ day if she v,’anted,
Perhaps its because Scheurer gets to make the chicken just the ray
she likes it, since she not only makes lrrnch for herself, but for 3.600
other RIT students each day.
Scheurer has v.’orked in the kitchen at Oracles for the past tear.
~The hardest part of my job is keeping up.” Kellie said. “Getting the food
ready. getting it out to the lines, and keening it hot isn’t eas,’[
The process doesnt faze Kellie. thoLrgn. She likes handmon york.
a trait that has also helped her enjoy the past to years as a student
enrolled in the Mechanical Engineering program.
As a dining establishment. Oracles has their york cUt out for
them. A lot of energy goes into the meal preparations. from small

pineapple chunks to large pizza pies. bert’ single food item has
specific vat’s if needs to be prepared—and Grad
‘items.
Kellie explains. “Gracies has a tar left’. The food is not a Ia carte.
‘‘c daze ser’er al buffets. I may need to that-.’ the tood before if’s
cooked, I alv.’avs ‘ash the food after if’s that-ed, tanc sometimes I cr.t
ti e food after it’s v.’ashed...”
Well, if sounds like anyone can hack v:orking at Oracles. Right. like
a French chef can hack McDonalds, “To york at Gracres yorr have [to
hard a casual attitude and be upbeat. Working in the kitchen is r’err’
rev:arding. though. I meet a lot o’ fun people~
Tiian5.s to Kellie, Reporter Magazine ‘“as anle to solve a nar’sterv
stalking the Quarter Nlile. “Dic you’ food nave a face’? The ansv.’er is.
“Yes,” anc’’rt belongs to stadents like Kellie Scneurer, rho is one o~ the
roan faces [behind the ‘oooj of RIT.
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“I’m out here~to ~ fun md ki fast.
Founded over 25 years ago the ski team has come ~long way ui cuse~l~J~Y Morri~ille St Bo~en~ure University of Buffalo U of R
competitive racing Consisting of 35 paid members th~e team is for andLGeneseo Practices are on Wednesdays and Thursdays in Naples
skiers of any age level and ability as long as they~have the driv~to learn
New,Yi5’rk,at Hunt Hallon
—
Everyone can go to practices but earnuig spp~ on the te~am~is very
~ Saidjeam captain Teresai”Beers The guys are expecting good
competitive
—
‘
“2
—
,.
‘~results this year and hope to not only go~to regionals forthe fifth st?äight
In order to join the club you do not need to knowlanything about year but also hope~to go to nationals [Also] the women s team has a
skiing but you must have your own equipment Since it is a club each solid core and expects to go to our first regional competition
member also has to pay $25000 in dues each year It is always a bonus
I am out here to have fun and ski fast says team member Lard
to have experience and the top racers on the team practically gre~i up Astrom We are like a family Having fun is a very important part of
on skis racing in the United States Ski Association and training on the ‘2~ skiing and with the team members are able to have fun make friends
Olympic circuit
and ski competitively against?~ot only one another but also against other
The club was founded because students wanted to race compet” schools
— ,~
itively and have fun at the same time. The team’is a great. deal of fun
. lf’you enjbyskiii~ or are interested in learning how’to ski;theñ save
for its members but it is not taken lightly by anyone On race week
up your pennies and dimes buy ~quipment and join the team next
ends only five varsity and one junior varsity racer of each sex get to winter
race, and the guys’ team is very competitive for positions. ~.
.‘
.
..
.
The earn races at Toggenburg, Swain, -Song, Greek Peak, arid
If you are interested in learning more about the club, visit
Labrador. The teams that RIT races against include Alfred, Cornell, Syra‘their website’at http://www.isc.rit.edul..-skiwwwl.

A silence fills the air as an opposing
forwprd crosses the blueline and
races towards the goal. She skates
in, shoots, and she doesn’t score!
Another big save for Melissa Norris,
and another victory for the Lady
Tigers, who are currently ranked
tenth in the nation. Norris has been
a big part of their success this
season, and is this week’s Reporter
Athlete of the Week.
Norris has been playing hockey
gotten started in the sport because her older brother playe
been long for Norris and has brough
—
incredible hockey, displayed by her performance and in her stati
So tar this year, her record is a very impr
three shutouts. Her save percentage is a s
against average, which stands at .77. If she con
hockey that has earned her these fine num
breaking her own record for most sh
when she blanked the opposition six times.
Her outstanding play paid off two weeks ago, when Norris was named
the ECAC women’s Division Ill goalie of the we
RIT Female Athlete of the Week. She also looked
recent two shutout weekend, where she kept both Holy Cross and Williams
off of the scoreboard. It’s no coincidence that this was the week when the
Lady Tigers moved into the national poll for the first time this year.
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SPORTS MEN’S HOCKEY SURVIVES
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One of the biggest weekends on the men’s hockey team’s calendar each
season is the home-and-home series with Oswego. Last year’s series saw
the Tigers overpower the Lakers inside the wooden confines of the Romney
Field House in Oswego, before coming out flat and losing at home the next
night. RIT was out for revenge going into the weekend, while Oswego
looked to knock RIT down from the top of the national rankings.
The first game took place on January 19 in Rochester. The Tigers sent
an early message to the Lakers right off of the opening face off at the Frank
Ritter Ice Arena. RIT scored three goals in the first 2:33 minutes of the
game and looked like they were going to walk all over Oswego, the ninth
ranked team in the country.
John Day got the Tigers on the scoreboard 11 seconds into the game.
Assisting on the goal were defensemen Matt Moore and Jerry Galway.
Derek Hahn increased the gap by two less than a minute later, with helpers
coming from Day and Mike Bournazakis. Following an Oswego penalty,
Peter Bournazakis scored on the power play. Hahn and Galway picked up
assists on the play.
The goal gave Bournazakis an NCAA-leading 11 powerplay goals. It
also led to a goaltending change for the Lakers as starter Joe Lofberg was
replaced by freshman netminder Tyson Gajda. The change apparently
woke the Oswego team as they attempted -to decrease the early Tiger
deficit.
Oswego’s comeback started halfway through the first period when
Oswego defenseman Joe Carrabs scored short-handed, getting help from
Jared Marinich and John Sullivan. Early in the second period, Oswego
closed the gap to one as they got a power-play marker from Rob Smith,
assisted by Carrabs and Chris DiCarlo.
The Tigers fought hard to increase their lead, but were stymied by
Gajda, who did not allow one puck to cross the goal line and made 42 saves
on the night. At the other end of the ice, RIT goalkeeper Robert Boope
played exceptionally well, stepping in for the injured Tyler Euverman and
making 41 saves on the night.
Boope’s fine effort was not enough to secure the victory, however. Even
though the Tigers displayed almost total control over the third period, the
Lakers were able to squeak one between the pipes with six minutes
remaining in the contest, as DiCarlo fired a bullet past Boope to tie the
game at three. DiCarlo’s linemates, Sullivan and Joe Pecoraro, both picked
up assists on the goal.
The Tigers outshot Oswego 9-2 in the ensuing overtime period, but had
to settle with the tie. It was the first blemish on RIT’s record and had fans
a little worried as the team traveled to Oswego the next night.

HOLDING ON TO THE TOP SPOT
RIT stepped onto the ice in Oswego’s barn with one goal in mind: to prove
to the college hockey world that they deserve their number one ranking.
This meant playing against an emotionally charged and hard-hitting Oswego
team that had been very close to tasting victory over the top ranked team
in the country the night before. It would be no easy task for the Tigers, but
it was one that they were ready to handle.
Despite a poor one-for-eight powerplay the night before, RIT got off
to a fast start with the man advantage, as Shawn Wilkins beat the hero of
the previous night, Oswego goalie Tyson Gajda, halfway through the first
period. Mike Bournazakis and Galway assisted on the goal. Oswego’s
Brian St. John leveled the score three minutes later, beating Boope off of
a feed from Carrabs. Capping off the scoring for the period was RIT
freshman Mike Tarantino, whose tally at 19:50 gave the Tigers the lead,
which they would hold onto for the remainder of the game. Mike Bour
nazakis and Gaiway picked up their second assists of the game on the goal.
The Tigers widened the gap in the second period, as Errol McDonald
scored off of a pass from John Day. Matt Moore finished off the Tiger
scoring with only a few minutes remaining in the period. McDonald tallied
his second point of the game on the goal and Mike Bournazakis grabbed
his third assist. An early Laker goal in the third period proved to be too little
and too late, as the Tigers came away with the 4-2 victory.
Despite a strong offensive performance, the big story of the game was
the play of Boope. Although he has seen little time in the net for RIT, he
played like a seasoned veteran and proved that RIT has tremendous goalkeeping strength in depth. He played solidly between the pipes all night
and was a major factor in the Tiger victory, making 45 saves to Gajda’s 24
for Oswego.
The Tigers proved that they could hold on and win clutch games,
something that will be particularly important in the post season, as well as
in upcoming conference match ups. Following the big weekend, RIT
remains ranked first in the nation. The squad returns home on Saturday,
February 10 as the take on Hamilton at 7:30. Also, the Tigers face off
against ECAC West foe Elmira on Saturday, February 17 at 7:30 in a game
that may have conference championship implications. Be sure not to miss
any of the action as the Tigers make a run at the ECAC West and the NCAA
Championships.

MEN’S HOCKEY
The RIT Men’s Hockey team continued their winning ways over the
past three games, improving their record to 17-0-1 and remaining
the number one team in the nation. The Tigers tied one (3-3) and
won one (4-2) in a weekend series with Oswego. John Day and
Derek Hahn each had a goal and an assist to lead the Tigers on
Friday, January 19. On Saturday, Errol McDonald, Shawn
Wilkins, Mike Tarantino and Matt Moore all netted goals for RIT
while Mike Bournazakis grabbed three assists to avenge the tie.
The following Tuesday, the Tigers traveled to Brockport and
hammered the opposition by a score of 14-2. Pete Bournazakis
and brother Mike led the team by each netting a hat trick, and the
2000-2001 team tied a school record with their 18-game unbeaten
streak. Mike and Pete Bournazakis not only lead the team in scoring,
but also are second and fourth, respectively, in the country in scoring.

WOMEN’S HOCKEY

DO YOU HAVE ASTHMA?
VOLUNTEERS WITH ASTHMA
NEEDED FOR

AIR POLLUTION
RESEARCH
ATTHE UNIVERSITY OF ROCHESTER

The Women’s Hockey team had a good week, going 2-1 and gaining
wins over Hamilton and Cortland. The week started on a down note,
as the team lost to the number one team in the nation, Middlebury,
3-1 on the road. The Lady Tigers’ lone goal came from Charlotte
Mis on an assist from Shira Katsir in the waning minutes of the
third period. The following day, RIT dominated CourtTand as they
outshot them 60-12 and won 7-0. Jen Gorczynski and Colleen
Baude each had two goals to pace RIT. On Wednesday, January 24,
the team defeated the Hamilton Continentals 7-2 as they outshot
them 48-19. Seven different Tigers scored for RIT as Shannon
Sutton recorded a game hig
had three.

AGES 18-40
NEVER SMOKED
SEVERAL VISITS REQUIRED
HONORARIUM $650

MEN’S BASKETBALL
The Men’s Basketball team went 3-0 this past week, picking up wins
over Utica, Hartwick and Nazareth, to raise their record to 8-7 (41 Empire Eight). In the game against Utica, the Tigers were up by
as many as 21 before the Pioneers came back to make it a game.
Sophomore guard Dan Cerro sealed the game as he hit one of two
free-throws with nine seconds remaining in the game to lift the
Ti~ers to a 75-71 win. The following day, RIT defeated Hartwick 9480 behind a shooting effort that led to a new school record for three
point baskets in a game with 16. Drew Miller hit seven shots from
behind the arc, one shy of the school record, and led all scorers with
24 points. Brandon Redmond chipped in with 22 points and
added nine rebounds while freshman Sean Murphy had 19 points
and shot four for four from downtown. Against Nazareth, Redmond
hit seven three pointers en route to 23 points as RIT won 84-58.
Rob Hegemann chipped in 13 boards in the victory as the Tigers
never let the Golden Flyers into the game and led by as many as 28.

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
With two victories in the past week, the Women’s Basketball team
set a new school record for wins in a season with eight. The victo
ries came over Utica (73-65) and Hartwick (70-64). The wins also
allowed head coach Laura Hungerford to become the all-time
winningest women’s basketball coach in school history. The Tigers
are led on the season by Amie Banis (16.2 ppg, 7.0 rpg) and
Jen Miazga (l2.lppg, 6.3 rpg).

UPCOMING HOME ACTION

L

Fri 2/2 Women’s Basketball vs Alfr
Fri 2/2 Men’s Basketball vs Alfre
Sat 2/3 Women’s Hockey vs So
Sat 2/3 Wrestling vs Oneonta 7:00 p.m.
Sat 2/3 Women’s Basketball vs St John Fisher 2:00 p.m.
Sat 2/3 Men’s Basketball vs St John Fisher 4:00 p.m.
Sun 2/4 Women’s Hockey vs MIT 11:30 am.

J

WANTED:
handsome, stro
good personality, nice teeth!
,

If this sounds like you, consider helping people
that are unable to conceive a child by becoming
a sperm dono.
The Strong Infertility and In Vitro Fe
at Strong Memorial Hospital needs healthy men
age 19—39 to donate sperm anonymously for infertile
patients.
Donors must undergo testing and will be compensated
$60 for each passing specimen. Compensation
increase or repeat onors.

Call 275-0001 ext. 10
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One of the biggest weekends on the men’s hockey team’s calendar each
season is the home-and-home series with Oswego. Last year’s series saw
the Tigers overpower the Lakers inside the wooden confines of the Romney
Field House in Oswego, before coming out flat and losing at home the next
night. RIT was out for revenge going into the weekend, while Oswego
looked to knock RIT down from the top of the national rankings.
The first game took place on January 19 in Rochester. The Tigers sent
an early message to the Lakers right off of the opening face off at the Frank
Ritter Ice Arena. RIT scored three goals in the first 2:33 minutes of the
game and looked like they were going to walk all over Oswego, the ninth
ranked team in the country.
John Day got the Tigers on the scoreboard 11 seconds into the game.
Assisting on the goal were defensemen Matt Moore and Jerry Galway.
Derek Hahn increased the gap by two less than a minute later, with helpers
coming from Day and Mike Bournazakis. Following an Oswego penalty,
Peter Bournazakis scored on the power play. Hahn and Galway picked up
assists on the play.
The goal gave Bournazakis an NCAA-leading 11 powerplay goals. It
also led to a goaltending change for the Lakers as starter Joe Lofberg was
replaced by freshman netminder Tyson Gajda. The change apparently
woke the Oswego team as they attempted -to decrease the early Tiger
deficit.
Oswego’s comeback started halfway through the first period when
Oswego defenseman Joe Carrabs scored short-handed, getting help from
Jared Marinich and John Sullivan. Early in the second period, Oswego
closed the gap to one as they got a power-play marker from Rob Smith,
assisted by Carrabs and Chris DiCarlo.
The Tigers fought hard to increase their lead, but were stymied by
Gajda, who did not allow one puck to cross the goal line and made 42 saves
on the night. At the other end of the ice, RIT goalkeeper Robert Boope
played exceptionally well, stepping in for the injured Tyler Euverman and
making 41 saves on the night.
Boope’s fine effort was not enough to secure the victory, however. Even
though the Tigers displayed almost total control over the third period, the
Lakers were able to squeak one between the pipes with six minutes
remaining in the contest, as DiCarlo fired a bullet past Boope to tie the
game at three. DiCarlo’s linemates, Sullivan and Joe Pecoraro, both picked
up assists on the goal.
The Tigers outshot Oswego 9-2 in the ensuing overtime period, but had
to settle with the tie. It was the first blemish on RIT’s record and had fans
a little worried as the team traveled to Oswego the next night.

HOLDING ON TO THE TOP SPOT
RIT stepped onto the ice in Oswego’s barn with one goal in mind: to prove
to the college hockey world that they deserve their number one ranking.
This meant playing against an emotionally charged and hard-hitting Oswego
team that had been very close to tasting victory over the top ranked team
in the country the night before. It would be no easy task for the Tigers, but
it was one that they were ready to handle.
Despite a poor one-for-eight powerplay the night before, RIT got off
to a fast start with the man advantage, as Shawn Wilkins beat the hero of
the previous night, Oswego goalie Tyson Gajda, halfway through the first
period. Mike Bournazakis and Galway assisted on the goal. Oswego’s
Brian St. John leveled the score three minutes later, beating Boope off of
a feed from Carrabs. Capping off the scoring for the period was RIT
freshman Mike Tarantino, whose tally at 19:50 gave the Tigers the lead,
which they would hold onto for the remainder of the game. Mike Bour
nazakis and Gaiway picked up their second assists of the game on the goal.
The Tigers widened the gap in the second period, as Errol McDonald
scored off of a pass from John Day. Matt Moore finished off the Tiger
scoring with only a few minutes remaining in the period. McDonald tallied
his second point of the game on the goal and Mike Bournazakis grabbed
his third assist. An early Laker goal in the third period proved to be too little
and too late, as the Tigers came away with the 4-2 victory.
Despite a strong offensive performance, the big story of the game was
the play of Boope. Although he has seen little time in the net for RIT, he
played like a seasoned veteran and proved that RIT has tremendous goalkeeping strength in depth. He played solidly between the pipes all night
and was a major factor in the Tiger victory, making 45 saves to Gajda’s 24
for Oswego.
The Tigers proved that they could hold on and win clutch games,
something that will be particularly important in the post season, as well as
in upcoming conference match ups. Following the big weekend, RIT
remains ranked first in the nation. The squad returns home on Saturday,
February 10 as the take on Hamilton at 7:30. Also, the Tigers face off
against ECAC West foe Elmira on Saturday, February 17 at 7:30 in a game
that may have conference championship implications. Be sure not to miss
any of the action as the Tigers make a run at the ECAC West and the NCAA
Championships.

MEN’S HOCKEY
The RIT Men’s Hockey team continued their winning ways over the
past three games, improving their record to 17-0-1 and remaining
the number one team in the nation. The Tigers tied one (3-3) and
won one (4-2) in a weekend series with Oswego. John Day and
Derek Hahn each had a goal and an assist to lead the Tigers on
Friday, January 19. On Saturday, Errol McDonald, Shawn
Wilkins, Mike Tarantino and Matt Moore all netted goals for RIT
while Mike Bournazakis grabbed three assists to avenge the tie.
The following Tuesday, the Tigers traveled to Brockport and
hammered the opposition by a score of 14-2. Pete Bournazakis
and brother Mike led the team by each netting a hat trick, and the
2000-2001 team tied a school record with their 18-game unbeaten
streak. Mike and Pete Bournazakis not only lead the team in scoring,
but also are second and fourth, respectively, in the country in scoring.

WOMEN’S HOCKEY

DO YOU HAVE ASTHMA?
VOLUNTEERS WITH ASTHMA
NEEDED FOR

AIR POLLUTION
RESEARCH
ATTHE UNIVERSITY OF ROCHESTER

The Women’s Hockey team had a good week, going 2-1 and gaining
wins over Hamilton and Cortland. The week started on a down note,
as the team lost to the number one team in the nation, Middlebury,
3-1 on the road. The Lady Tigers’ lone goal came from Charlotte
Mis on an assist from Shira Katsir in the waning minutes of the
third period. The following day, RIT dominated CourtTand as they
outshot them 60-12 and won 7-0. Jen Gorczynski and Colleen
Baude each had two goals to pace RIT. On Wednesday, January 24,
the team defeated the Hamilton Continentals 7-2 as they outshot
them 48-19. Seven different Tigers scored for RIT as Shannon
Sutton recorded a game hig
had three.
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America’s Leader
in Student Travel

CLASSIFIEDS
Earn $$$ promoting artists like Nine
Inch Nails, Fiona Apple, Bush, and The
Crystal Method within the Rochester
area. No experience necessary. Visit
www.noizepollution.com for more
info or call (800)996.1816.
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Bristol Ski Trip
-Leaves at 7:30 am -Skiing from
9am - 5pm
-Price includes coach bus ride/sub
& drink/lessons if needed:
Just lift ticket - $30
Lift ticket & Ski rental $40
Lift ticket & Snow Board rental - $45

Thursday & Friday
9:00am 3:00pm
Two Film Runs Mon. Tues. & Wed.
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48 484

-Tickets: $10 Students
,$1 5 Faculty/Staff/Alumni,
$20 Public
-Clark Gym
-Doors open at 7pm, Show starts
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at 8pm

Lucky Numbers
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$1
Shows at 7pm & 9pm Webb. Aud.

Club

Tues..Feb.13

Wed. Feb.7
Meeting (1820 Rm.)

Love Day
Starting Jan. 9th - All organi
zations sign up in the CAB
Office to run an activity w/
Rochester Children and help
spread the love

6:30pm
Thur. [eb.8

ASL Cafe with
Dennis Bazynski
8pm
The College Grind
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$5 Students
$8 Faculty/Staff/Alumni,
$10 Public

Sat. Feb. 3

[O~.iwpt~ill Travel

25 Years of Continuous Student Travel
1-877-460-6077
www. sast.denttraveLcom

Presentation Slides
IRIS ink jet printing
LVT Imaging
Kodak Photo Cb Imaging

Hours: Monday - Wednesday
9:00am - 4:30pm
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@ $509
www~s~ravetcom ~ Call fdd~y! Space is limited
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Violence
-is an interactive preformance dialogue.
-with five actors where hard ?‘s are asked

fun.
trips!
great
prices!

‘Express Entry into all Clubs!!

E-6 & C-41 processing
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>

Sat Feb10
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‘10 Free Meals (Can cun only)

Fraternities o Sororities o Clubs o
Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this quarter with
the easy Campusfundraiser.com three
hour fundraising event. No sales
required. Fundraising dates are filling
quickly, so call today! Contact
Campusfundraiser.com at (888)9233238,
or visit www.campus
fundraiser.com.
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Cultural Spotlight Series

Cancu

Spring Break - Nassau/Paradise
Island, Cancun and Jamaica from
$449. Air, Hotel, Transfers, Parties and
More! Organize small group- earn
FREE trips plus commissions! Call 1800-GET-SUN-i
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Confident, Hungry, Able Sales Pro. M
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fits & Bonus Plans. NO COLD
CALLING. RAK Industries. (716)235.
9010. WWW.RAKINDUSTRIES.COM
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Submit Tab Ads to reporter@rit.edu.
For Sale:
Mamiya 2 1/4 X 2 1/4, C330F Body,
80mm Z Lens, Prism $680 set. C330
Body, 80mm Z Lens, Prism $580 set.
65Z lens $325. 150mm Z Lens $345.
Visa/MC 248.9100

I

The Full Affair & Fairwood Circle
8pm in the Ritz
$2 at the door
Free pizza, wings and soda between bands

~

Thur..Feb.15

Peter Scahill

_~,

Juggler, stilt walker & more
FREE!!
8pm
The College Grind

\

Fri. Feb.9

Club Day

Fri & Sat..Feb.15 & 16

p

Bounce

RHA Vegas Night

$1

SAU Cafeteria
8pm $5

Shows at 7pm & 9pm
Webb. Aud.

All events subject to change. Based on information available 1/2/01 - Tickets may be charged in the SAU Game Room;

call 475-2239(v/tty). CalendaRIT is a paid advertisement from the Center for Campus Life.
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www. sast.denttraveLcom

Presentation Slides
IRIS ink jet printing
LVT Imaging
Kodak Photo Cb Imaging

Hours: Monday - Wednesday
9:00am - 4:30pm
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@ $509
www~s~ravetcom ~ Call fdd~y! Space is limited
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Violence
-is an interactive preformance dialogue.
-with five actors where hard ?‘s are asked

fun.
trips!
great
prices!

‘Express Entry into all Clubs!!

E-6 & C-41 processing
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‘10 Free Meals (Can cun only)

Fraternities o Sororities o Clubs o
Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this quarter with
the easy Campusfundraiser.com three
hour fundraising event. No sales
required. Fundraising dates are filling
quickly, so call today! Contact
Campusfundraiser.com at (888)9233238,
or visit www.campus
fundraiser.com.
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Cultural Spotlight Series

Cancu

Spring Break - Nassau/Paradise
Island, Cancun and Jamaica from
$449. Air, Hotel, Transfers, Parties and
More! Organize small group- earn
FREE trips plus commissions! Call 1800-GET-SUN-i
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FEBUARY

HEADQUARTERS

Its itot to~1 late
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WANTED
Confident, Hungry, Able Sales Pro. M
Fri Days. Excellent phone skills a
must. Huge earning potential. Bene
fits & Bonus Plans. NO COLD
CALLING. RAK Industries. (716)235.
9010. WWW.RAKINDUSTRIES.COM
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Submit Tab Ads to reporter@rit.edu.
For Sale:
Mamiya 2 1/4 X 2 1/4, C330F Body,
80mm Z Lens, Prism $680 set. C330
Body, 80mm Z Lens, Prism $580 set.
65Z lens $325. 150mm Z Lens $345.
Visa/MC 248.9100

I

The Full Affair & Fairwood Circle
8pm in the Ritz
$2 at the door
Free pizza, wings and soda between bands

~

Thur..Feb.15

Peter Scahill

_~,

Juggler, stilt walker & more
FREE!!
8pm
The College Grind

\

Fri. Feb.9

Club Day

Fri & Sat..Feb.15 & 16

p

Bounce

RHA Vegas Night

$1

SAU Cafeteria
8pm $5

Shows at 7pm & 9pm
Webb. Aud.

All events subject to change. Based on information available 1/2/01 - Tickets may be charged in the SAU Game Room;

call 475-2239(v/tty). CalendaRIT is a paid advertisement from the Center for Campus Life.

FEBRUARY 2,2001

WWW.REPORTERMAG.COM
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Prizes Include:

Blackjack, Craps, Roulette
Poker, The Big Wheel, Bingo
Mocktails, DJ, Elvis, Caricatures
...And More

PlayStation 2
$100 Mall Gift Certificate
Party for 24 at Jillians

4

9

8pm-1 2am

SAU Cafeteria

.

$3 Admission

look for a $1 off coupon on page 28 of this issue
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